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New Book. FBI special agent Paige Carson hoped she d be able to start a new life in small-town
South Carolina. But when a senator s sister is murdered and a blank postcard is left next to the
body, Paige realizes that a killer from her past has found her--and is sending her a very personal
message. From the moment he hired her, FBI special agent in charge Sam McKade knew Paige was
hiding something. Prompted by this recent threat, she finally opens up: one year ago, she caught
the eye of suspected serial killer Todd Thames. Now he s come back to pull her into his game,
whether she wants to play or not. As the danger increases, Paige and Sam give in to their growing
attraction, and he vows to protect her no matter the cost. But the murderer will stop at nothing to
get to his intended prey, and the strong arm of the law--and the shelter of her new love--may not be
enough to save her.
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An exceptional pdf and also the typeface applied was intriguing to read through. It is definitely simplified but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Jarod Ward-- Jarod Ward

Complete information for publication enthusiasts. It is really basic but shocks inside the fi y percent of your book. I am just delighted to let you know that
this is basically the finest book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Elena Runolfsdottir Sr.-- Elena Runolfsdottir Sr.
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